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Candidate Statements for Sub-Local 963, Comprehensive Options for Drug Abuse (CODA)  
 
SEIU Local 503 Disclaimer: Nominated candidates were invited to submit a campaign statement not to exceed 200 words. SEIU 503 
uniformly formats statements for publication and otherwise prints statements verbatim as submitted by the candidate(s). The following 
are statements and photographs are submitted by candidates for this election. Any candidate not listed here did not submit a candidate 
statement or photograph by the submission deadline. All candidates who submitted and/or accepted a nomination by the deadline are 
listed on the ballot. 
 
 
Rachael Chesbrough 
Vice presidency is something I would thrive at. I was part of the 503 SEIU bargaining team last year.. I really enjoyed 
being a part of the team! I felt a lot of success with them,and loved representing the employees. I believe I would be 
a pivotal vice president delegate to oversee the union for the workers, by the workers. 
 
 
Larry Mullins 
If I have the honor of being chosen for this position by you the members of SEIU 503 I vow to always work in the 
best interest of all. I can not do this alone, it will take the voice of each member to stand tall and proud in all we do. 
Together we can make a difference. 
 

Stevie Rath 
Hey there my name is Stefanie Rath “Stevie”, I am 40 years old and I am a Site Support Specialist at 
PRC. I am also a part time student working on my CADC1 and AAS in Human Services and here in 
about a year I will be working on my BA in Social Work. Let me begin by saying that I have never 
been a part of a union; However, I am a member of a couple of democratically ran organizations 
and I understand how important it is that everyone's voice is heard when it comes to changing 

policy's, making decisions and making sure our rights are not abused. I am new to this process and I honestly don't 
know what each position entails, however I do know that it is important that there be those people willing to step up 
and be a part of making change happen. I know that with guidance I can quickly learn my role as your Secretary-
Treasurer if nominated. I am excited to be a part of something greater than myself! Thank you for this opportunity! 
 
 
 
 


